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Cover picture
Old Woman (2010) by Ingrid Deventer (b. 1952)

Ingrid Deventer writes: ‘It was my aim to depict an old lady with an expressive face. Her very dark eyes and red lips dominate the work. Her black eyes and vivid red mouth speak of her wild and intensive life. The painting in general pays tribute to the older generation, but especially to my 90-year-old mother, who is still alive. ‘I have been a psychiatric patient since 1981 when I was diagnosed with schizophrenia. I was not able to work again and instead, in 2001, I eventually started to paint. Once a week, over a period of 10 years, I have attended art therapy workshops at the Ameos Hospital Osnabrück, Germany. The art studio is run by the art therapist Katja Watermann, whose help I greatly appreciate. In 2010, I received a prize for my Old Woman.’

Ingrid Deventer: www.kunst-deventer.de.
Katja Watermann: kwat.td@osnabrueck.ameos.de

We are always looking for interesting and visually appealing images for the cover of the Journal and would welcome suggestions or pictures, which should be sent to Dr Allan Beveridge, British Journal of Psychiatry, 17 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 8PG, UK or bjp@rcpsych.ac.uk.